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antenna systems, etc. Taking into account the three-dimensionality of the antenna pattern will increase the accuracy of the 
orientation of additional means of protection against intentional interference, both in azimuth and on the angle of the place and 
more accurately solve the task of constructing an area of reach within which stable radio communication between power units is 
ensured. Software implementation of the proposed method allows to solve the problem of constructing a maximum zone of stable 
radio communication for a specific operational situation. 

Keywords: radio-electronic suppression, radio interference, radio communication channel, directional diagram. 
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TRIPLE-MODE VIBRATORY GYROSCOPE 
 

Coriolis vibratory gyroscope (CVG) is one of the chronologically latest gyroscopic technologies that appeared 
on the world market in the 90s of the last century. This technology has spread throughout the world for a relatively 
short time, mainly due to its micro-miniature version based on the micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS), the 
so-called MEMS gyroscopes. There are two well-known modes of Coriolis vibratory gyro operation. These are rate 
mode and rate-integrating modes described in many works of different authors. There is also known dual mode 
CVG in which two abovementioned modes of operation have been combined in one gyro with automatic switching 
from one mode to another. Such a dual-mode CVG gains additional advantages over competing technologies, such 
as laser and fiber-optic gyroscopes. Recently, differential mode of operation for single mass CVG has been 
developed in Ukraine. It was shown that differential mode of operation has excellent external disturbances rejection 
properties.  

This paper considers each mode of CVG operation and the questions of how to embed the differential mode 
into two first abovementioned ones to obtain triple-mode CVG which will widen application area and tighten 
position over competitive technologies. This triple-mode CVG can surely be realized in MEMS and non-MEMS gyros. 

Thus, the following is defined, Differential CVG can be considered as third mode of operation for vibratory 
gyroscopes along with two well-known rate and rate-integrating ones. Differential mode of operation can be built-in 
the single gyro together with the two others, rate and rate-integrating modes, to implement triple-mode CVG. 
Triple-mode gyro can be implemented both for MEMS and non MEMS vibratory gyros. 

Differential mode of operation has greater, than rate mode, external disturbances rejection factor and can be 
used when motion occurs in harsh environment.  

Realization of triple mode CVG gives it highest «versatility» in comparison with competitive gyro technologies 
like ring laser gyro and fiber optic one.  

 
Keywords: Triple-mode CVG, MEMS gyro, rate mode, rate-integrating mode, differential mode. 

 
 

Introduction 
Coriolis vibratory gyroscope (CVG) is one of the 

chronologically latest gyroscopic technologies that 
appeared  on  the  world  market  in  the  90s  of  the  last  
century. This technology has spread throughout the world 
for a relatively short time, mainly due to its micro-
miniature version based on the micro-electro-mechanical 
system (MEMS), the so-called MEMS gyroscopes.  

There are two known modes of CVG operation: 
fist one is a force-rebalance mode, where Coriolis force 
arising due to rotation is compensated for by the negative 
feedback control system, holding the vibratory standing 
wave in a fixed position close to an excitation electrode, 
and hence, rotates together with a gyro. In this case the 

signal that compensates for the Coriolis force is 
proportional to angle rate. It is so-called rate mode of 
CVG operation. This mode of operation has been 
described in many works, for example [1–4]. 

The second mode is rate-integrating one, where 
Coriolis force is not compensated for. The quadrature 
signal is only compensated for to reduce measurement 
errors. In this mode of operation Coriolis force caused 
rotation of the vibratory standing wave relative to gyro 
and an angle of its rotation is proportional to an angle of 
a gyro rotation relative to the inertial space. Coefficient 
of proportionality between the angle of a gyro rotation 
relative to the inertial space and the angle of the 
standing wave rotation relative to gyro is called the 
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Bryan coefficient. This mode of operation has been 
described in many works, for example [1, 2, 5, 6]. 

The first and second modes of operation have been 
combined in dual-mode CVG [7]. 

Relatively recent investigations [8–10] conducted 
in  Ukraine  have  led  to  the  development  of  a  third,  
differential, mode of CVG operation, which 
complements the first two modes. The differential mode 
of operation is realized by holding the standing wave 
between the electrodes by means of two excitation 
signals applied along two axes, located at the angle of 
450 to each other. In this case, two measuring channels 
X and Y are  formed,  each  of  which  provides  a  signal  
proportional to an angular rate with opposite signs +  
and – . The differential mode of operation has 
additional capabilities to compensate for the effects of 
both internal and external destabilizing factors when 
measuring angular rate [11, 12]. 

Problem statement 
Analyze in detail each mode of operation, by 

representing a standing wave control system block 
diagram for each of them. Present and analyze standing 
wave control system block diagram combining all three 
modes in one gyro to realize a triple-mode CVG. 
Analyze advantages and disadvantages of each mode of 
operation. Based on this analysis propose an example of 
logic for automatic switching from one mode to another 
for triple-mode CVG. Graphically represent the results 
of simulations and measurements. 

Rate mode CVG 
CVGs fall into two classes, depending on the nature 

of the two vibratory modes involved. In the first class, the 
modes are different. An example of this class is the bar 
and tuning fork gyros, in which the mode driven is the 
ordinary vibration mode of the fork – primary mode, 
while the second or readout mode is the torsional 
oscillation of the fork about its axis of symmetry – 
secondary mode. The primary and secondary modes of 
bar and tuning fork gyros are depicted in fig. 1. 

 
 

In the second class, the two modes are identical, 
being two orthogonal modes (modes of the same natural 
frequency) of an axisymmetric elastic body. Examples 

are the vibrating cylindrical and hemispherical shells 
and ring, as depicted in fig. 2, and in fact any shell 
obtained as a body of rotation.  

 

The operation of a Coriolis vibratory gyroscope is 
based on sensitivity of elastic resonant structures to 
inertial rotation. 

One of the most important parameters of 
resonators is quality factor (Q-factor), which depends on 
properties of a material from which the resonator is 
manufactured, and also on degree of an asymmetry of 
its shape etc. and is determined as: 

 

/ 2r rQ f ,                         (1) 

where r and fr are circular and cyclic resonant 
frequency of a resonator,  is a time of free oscillations 
amplitude damping e times. 

In  this  paper  we  will  focus  on  the  second  class  
CVG.  Ring-type  resonators  shown  in  fig.  2  use  the  
second mode of vibration to measure angle rate, because 
it has maximum sensitivity to rotation.  

Fig. 3 shows the standing wave on the second 
resonant mode of the ring-type resonator which is cha-
racterized by 4 antinodes (maximum vibration amplitude) 
and 4 nodes (minimum vibration amplitude) located 
along circumferential coordinate under angles of 45 deg. 

 

Under resonator rotation with angle rate , there 
arise Coriolis forces F1,  F2,  F3,  F4 (fig.3), which generate 
secondary (Coriolis) mode of vibration in the direction 
of resultant force F .  

Resultant Coriolis force is proportional to angle 
rate, : 

2 ;cF m V
r r r

                (2) 

Fig. 1. Resonators for the first class CVG 

Bar  Tuning fork  

Hemispherical shell  Ring  Cylinder shell 
Fig. 2. Resonators for the second class CVG  

Fig. 3. Standing wave in ring-type resonator 
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where V is a linear velocity of radial motion in process 
of vibration; m is an effective vibrating mass. 

Thus, vibration amplitude generated by Coriolis 
force is proportional to angle rate . Secondary (Coriolis) 
mode amplitude is measured by the electrode located at 
the node of the primary standing wave and with the aid 
of feedback control system is damped by applying 
compensation signal on the other node. Feedback control 
signal that compensates secondary mode of vibration is 
proportional to angle rate. Standing wave control system 
of the rate gyro is depicted in fig. 4. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Diametrically opposite electrodes are connected 
between  each  other.  As  a  result  sensor  has  two  input  
signals (Xin, Yin) and two output signals (Xout, Yout) (see 
fig.  4).  It  means  that  sensor  can  be  considered  as  two-
input-two-output plant. Vibration excitation is provided 
by supplying periodical signal to the Xin electrode at the 
resonant frequency. Response is picked off from the Xout 
electrode and it is used to sustain vibration and to track 
for changing of resonant frequency. Secondary mode 
amplitude is picked off from the Yout electrode located at 
the nodal point of the primary wave and with the help of 
negative feedback signal is suppressed by supplying 
opposite phase signal to the Yin electrode located at the 
other nodal point of the primary wave. Thus, feedback 
signal amplitude that compensates for the node 
vibration is proportional to angle rate . 

As  has  been  shown  in  [1],  after  demodulation  of  
signal from Yout electrode using reference signal sin rt, 
regulator generates compensation signal which is 
proportional to angle rate . Coefficient of 
proportionality called scale factor (SF) and bias B as an 
error component can be determined as [1]: 

sin

0

1 m o d { } ;

1 12 ; s in .
2

r
o ut t

r

d e Y B
S F

S F k A B
k    

 (3) 

Where A0 is vibration amplitude, k is Brian coefficient 
determined by mode of vibration and resonator geometry, 

(1/ ) is a measure of resonator material non-
homogeneity,  is  a  direction  of  maximum  damping  of  
resonator free oscillations. (1/ ) and  reduce to 
minimum by resonator mass-balancing procedure.  

Fig. 5 shows rate CVG output signal, when rota-
ting the gyro around vertical axis with its sensing axis is 
in horizontal plane. This curve is usually called azimu-
thal characteristic of the gyro. Average value of all measu-
rements presented in fig. 5 is the gyro bias, which is about 
25 deg/h. Maximum of the sine function shown in fig. 5 
determines North direction, minimum – South direction, 
phase of this sine function determines azimuth of 
sensing axis initial position.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Rate-Integrating mode CVG 
Coriolis force caused by gyro rotation is not 

compensated for in the rate integrating mode of 
operation and as a consequence results in standing wave 
rotation through the angle proportional to gyro rotation 
angle relative to inertial space. Coefficient of 
proportionality between those two angles of rotation, i.e. 
rate integrating CVG scale factor, is called Brian 
coefficient k or angle gain coefficient.  

0

( ) ( ) ; ( ) ( ) ;
t

t k t t d        (4) 

where (t) is standing wave rotation angle with respect 
to a CVG; (t) is a CVG rotation angle with respect to 
inertial space (distant stars). 

In absence of gyro rotation resonator elementary 
mass point motion trajectory is ellipse shown in fig. 6.  

 

 

 
Ellipse parameters are designated as follows: a is 

vibration amplitude; q is quadrature amplitude; r is 

Fig. 4. Rate CVG control system block diagram 
Fig. 5. Rate CVG output signal when rotating  

sensing axis in horizontal plane 

Fig. 6. Mass point trajectory in oscillation. 
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resonant frequency; ’ is vibration phase;  is vibrating 
pattern orientation relative to X axis (drive electrode). 

At  a  gyro  rotation  the  ellipse  turns  with  the  lag  
coefficient k. For cylinder resonator Brian coefficient k 
can be calculated using expression [13]: 

2
2

2

,
31

nk
rn
hn

                 (5) 

where n is a number of vibration mode (n=2); r is a 
cylinder radius; h is a cylinder height.  

For example, for cylinder size: r=6 mm and 
h=10 mm, k 0.38, so, if CVG rotation angle relative to 
inertial space is 900, standing wave rotation angle 
relative to CVG is =-0.38*90=-34.20. For bar resonator, 

shown in fig.1, Brian coefficient for the first mode is 
k 1 [3]. This means that a standing wave is almost 
immovable relative to inertial space and is a zero 
reading for CVG inertial rotation angle measurement.  

Frequency mismatch F and Q-factor mismatch 
Q resulting from resonator manufacturing imperfections 

and external forces result in that parameters a, q, ’ and 
 are changing versus time. They are changing much 

slower than vibration period T=2 / r.  In  order  to  
calculate parameters a, q, ’ and , demodulation should 
be used based on mixing the signals Xout(t) and Yout(t) 
with reference signals sin rt and cos rt and  low  pass  
filtering to obtain four demodulated variables Cx, Sx, Cy, 
Sy as shown in fig. 7.  
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Control system block diagram of rate-integrating CVG 
 

Parameters a, q, ’ and  are calculated by the 
following expressions [14]: 

 

(6) 

The aim of the CVG control system in rate integrating 
mode of operation is to keep the standing wave parameters 
in process of operation at the following values: 

P=0  q=0, a2= E=const, =0;                    (7) 
 

Fig. 8 shows mass point trajectories when q 0 and 
q 0 during standing wave rotation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The upper graph presents oscillation along straight 
line and rotation counter-clock-wise, when quadrature 
component is compensated for q 0. The lower graph 
presents oscillation trajectory along ellipse with quadrature 
component q 0. 

Fig. 9 shows measurement of 10 Hz periodic input 
rotation angle by CVG with the following resonator’s 
imperfections Q/Q=5% and F =0.1 Hz and internal 
electronics noise equal to noise=0.089 rad. As can be 
seen from fig. 9, it is expedient to have more perfect 
resonator to measure rotation angle in rate-integrating 
mode of operation. Rate-integrating CVG has higher 
sensitivity to resonator imperfections, than rate mode 
and differential mode. However, scale factor of rate 
integrating CVG is a very stable constant that gives 
small dynamic error when measuring high angle rate. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Measurement of periodic input rotation angle by 

rate-integrating CVG  Fig. 8. Mass point trajectory when 
q 0 and q 0  

q 0 

q 0 
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Differential Mode CVG 
In differential CVG standing wave is located 

between the electrodes so that wave angle m /4, 
m=0, 1…, that is standing wave oscillation direction is 
not coincident with any of the electrodes. In this case 
measurement equations can be written as [12]: 

 
(8) 

 
 

where 

1 2

1 2

2 1 1 1cos2( ) ; ;

2 1 1 2; cos2( ) ;

sin2( ).

xx

yy

xy

d h h

d h

d h

 

Dx and Dy are transformation coefficients of 
deformations into voltages by the  X and Y electrodes. 

As can be seen from the first equation of (8) angle 
rate  has negative sign, and in the second one it has 
positive sign. Thus, control system that holds standing 
wave between electrodes realizes differential mode of 
operation for CVG.  

To effectively realize differential mode of operation 
it is necessary to align standing wave under angle * at 
which the following condition is valid: 

* *

*

2 sin 2 2 cos 2 ;

1 1tan tan tan 2 ,
2 2

y x

yx

y x

kD kD

SFDa a
D SF

       (9) 

where xSF and ySF are X and Y channel scale factors at 

standing wave angle . 
When standing wave angle is *, the difference, zy-

zx, of two X and Y channel measurement signals are: 

;
4

yy xx
y x d

d d
z z SF

k
               (10) 

where SFd is a scale factor of differential CVG when 
standing wave angle  = *. 

2 2
4 .x y

d

x y

D D
SF k

D D
                  (11) 

As  can  be  seen  form  (10)  the  differential  CVG  
output signal does not contain damping cross-coupling 
dxy. This error is compensated for by subtracting two 
channels measurements. 

Differential CVG control system block diagram is 
presented in fig. 10. 

 

Due to the equality of the scale factors of the two 
measuring channels, the external disturbances affecting 
the gyroscope  have  the same  response  and  when the  
signals are subtracted they are compensated for zero. 
However, with strong external disturbances, nonlinear 
components appear in the output signals, which are partial-
ly compensated and lead to residual uncompensated errors.  

It was experimentally shown in [12] that for such 
disturbances as acoustic impulse, a constant and 
alternating magnetic field the rejection factors reach 
high levels (no less than 65).  

For small shocks differential CVG shock rejection 
factor  as  shown  in  fig.11  is  large  enough.  As  can  be  
from fig. 11 half difference of X and Y channels are 
close to zero. It means that small shocks contribute 
equal errors to two channels and they are subtracted. 

 

 
However, for high level shocks (100 g) asymmetric 

distortions of the gyro’s structural elements reduce the 
shock rejection factor. As can be seen from fig. 12 
shock rejection factor is about 3. Analyzing results 
presented in figs.11 and 12 and taking into account 
more detailed test results presented in [11, 12] one can 
conclude that differential mode of operation has greater, 
than rate mode, external disturbance rejection factor and 
less sensitivity to the following disturbances like shocks, 
vibrations, acoustic impulses and magnetic fields. 
 

 

Triple mode CVG 
CVG differs from other modern gyros – ring laser 

and  fiber  optic  -  by  that  all  three  considered  in  this  
paper mode of operations can be realized in one CVG to 

2 sin 2 cos sin 2 ;
2 cos2 sin cos2 ,

y x xx xy y x

x y yy xy x y

k D D d d D z
k D D d d D z

Fig. 11. Differential CVG responses to small 
shock along input axis 

Fig. 12. Differential CVG responses to 100 g shock  
along input axis 
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provide accuracy requirements for different motion and 
environmental conditions. For example, under measu-
ring of small angle rate it is advisable to operate in the 
rate mode, since the measurement errors are mainly 
determined by noise and bias drift which can be lower, 
than that of rate-integrating modes of operation. Under 
measuring of high angle rate, it is advisable to operate 
in the rate-integrating mode of operation since the 
measurement errors in this mode are mainly determined 
by multiplicative error  caused by scale factor un-
certainty ( SF), SF· . Scale factor for rate-

integrating mode of operation is a stable constant 
(Bryan coefficient). It can reach 35 ppm and its dynamic 
range can reach 7·103 deg/s even for low-cost gyros [15]. 

Triple mode CVG can be realized for MEMS and 
non-MEMS  CVG  on  the  basis  of  modified  rate-
integrating algorithm, presented in fig. 7, with ability to 
automatically switch from one mode to another. 

Block diagram of triple mode CVG is presented in 
fig. 13. This block diagram uses switcher 1 to switch 
from one mode to another. 

 

 
 

When switcher 1 is in the position shown in fig. 13 
and command angle comm is fixed at one of the values 
from a set of comm=m /4, m=0, 1, 2…, it operates in 
rate mode. When command angle comm is  fixed  at  one  
of the values from a set of comm m /4, it operates in 
differential mode and when switcher 1 is open (dashed 
line in fig. 13) it operates in rate integrating mode. 

Fig. 14 shows three modes of CVG operation with 
automatically switching from one mode to another. 

First mode is a rate one that measures angle rate of 
100 deg/s, then it is switched to rate integrating mode 
without changing angle rate. Deviation from straight 
line in this mode of operation is due to resonator 
manufacturing imperfections. Then it is switched to 
differential mode of operation with two output signals 

100 deg/s and -100 deg/s. Difference of these signals 
has the ability to compensate for the errors due to 
external disturbances. Sum of these signals can also be 
used to estimate residual errors. 

In order to realize triple mode CVG with modes 
switching, advantages and disadvantage of each mode 
of operation should be analyzed.  

Advantages and disadvantages of three modes of 
operations are presented in the table 1. 

Table 1 
Advantages and disadvantages of CVG modes of operation 

Rate CVG Rate Integrating CVG Differential CVG 

Advantages 

• Low noise  
• Standing wave 

control simplicity   
• Easy to calibrate 

resonator’s 
imperfections 

• High dynamic 
range 

• High bandwidth 
• High stability of 

scale factor 

• Higher resistivity 
to external 
disturbances 

• Effective on-line 
compensation for 
the frequency 
mismatch 

• Possibility to on-
line bias 
compensation 

Disadvantages  

•  Higher sensitivity 
to external 
disturbances  

•  Lower scale factor 
temperature 
stability 

•  Limited bandwidth 

•  Higher sensitivity 
to resonator’s 
imperfections  

• Higher noise 
especially when 
measuring small 
angle rate  

•  Limited bandwidth 
• Lower scale factor 

temperature 
stability 

Fig. 14. Triple mode CVG measurements 

Fig. 13. Triple mode CVG control system block diagram 
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Based on the results of the above table switching 
logic presented in fig. 15 can be proposed.  

 

This switching logic is based on one criterion if 
input is  more  than  max which is determined from 

practical considerations the rate-integrating mode of 
operation should be used. However, in case of presence 
of external disturbances differential mode of operation 
should be chosen. In all other cases rate mode should be 
chosen. Other more complex logic can be developed for 
different practical applications based on advantages and 
disadvantages of modes of CVG operation. 

Conclusion 
Differential CVG can be considered as third mode 

of operation for vibratory gyroscopes along with two 
well-known rate and rate-integrating ones. Differential 
mode of operation can be built-in the single gyro together 
with the two others, rate and rate-integrating modes, to 
implement triple-mode CVG. Triple-mode gyro can be 
implemented both for MEMS and non MEMS vibratory 
gyros. 

Differential mode of operation has greater, than 
rate mode, external disturbances rejection factor and can 
be used when motion occurs in harsh environment.  

Realization of triple mode CVG gives it highest 
«versatility» in comparison with competitive gyro 
technologies like ring laser gyro and fiber optic one.  
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